
Week 3 Optional Seminars 
 
SUNDAY 
2:00: International Film Series Presents: Rear Window, The Art of the Montage: Films by Alfred 
Hitchcock, Matt Morris, Area II (Wanek Movie Theater) 
A wheelchair-bound photographer (Jimmy Stewart) causually observes his neighbors from his courtyard window. 
Gradually, he begins to suspect a murder has taken place—in his own backyard—but has it? Unbearable suspense! 
6:30-8:00: Diali Cissohko Concert (Cottrell Amphitheatre)  
High Point University has graciously invited us to watch Diali Cissokho for their 2019 Arts Splash Concert Series.  
Having performed as a duo for a Third Thursday concert presented by the Arts Council in January of 2019,  
Diali Cissoko will be bringing the full band for this special free Arts Splash performance. 
Find out more information here: http://www.highpoint.edu/community/event/arts-splash-concert-2/ 
7:00: Contemporary Film Series Presents: Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, Chase Culler, English 
(Wanek Movie Theater) 
Heartbroken that his girlfriend (Kate Winslet) has medically "erased" him from her memory, Joel (Jim Carrey) decides to do the same. But as he watches his memories of her fade 
away, he realizes he still loves her and may be too late to undo the procedure. Also starring: Mark Ruffalo, Kirsten Dunst, Elijah Wood, Tom Wilkinson (IMDb). 

MONDAY 
4:00, 7:00, and 9:00: 30 Plays in 60 Minutes, Theatre Students (Black Box) 
Join the Theatre Students as they attempt to perform 30 original plays in 60 minutes.  Hilarity, grief, and chaos will ensue.  If you plan to attend more than one performance, please 
allow audience members who have not yet seen the show to be seated first.  
4:00: The Mind/Body Problem, Randall Hayes, NS, Noelle Stroud, TAC (PH 120) 
Broadly speaking, neuroscientists study the brain and psychologists study the mind.  But how do the mind and brain interact with one another?  Is the distinction even necessary?  
Together we will explore the history of the hard problem of consciousness, including its newest and weirdest solutions and its implications for research and ethics.  Prepare to feel like 
the expanding brain meme.  
4:00: Sometimes a Tree is Just a Window, David Connell, CM (PH 221) 
Reflections on a sidewalk chalking: an introduction to ideas in linguistics, semantics, and semiotics sparked by a bit of graffiti.  
7:00: GSW #morepeoplesinging CHOIR, Beth Philemon, CM (HC Fellowship Hall) 
Come sing in the all-campus choir.  No choir, music, or singing experience necessary.  
7:00: So You Want to Take a Gap Year, Lizzie Martin, Area III (PH 220) 
There are a lot of great alternatives to a traditional college experience, including, but not limited to, taking a year “off” before your first year.  We’ll talk about why you might want to 
and how to do it, plus other options you might want to explore. 
9:00: Open Mic Night, Ryan Rotella, Activities (PH 120) 
Come to our second weekly open mic night, where music, poetry, comedy, and anything performed is welcomed! Acts will be allowed first come, first served. There will be more open 
mics so email Ryan (ryrotella@gmail.com) if you want to perform for future open mics! 

TUESDAY 
4:00: Curls, Waves, Kinks, Braids, and the Myth of Good Hair, Tamara Akinbo, Area II, Kim Jones, Area III, Lundon Sims, Area II (PH 220) 
Come join a discussion with GSW faculty members on the profound, confusing, intriguing role hair plays in the lives and fates of women and men from all walks of life. 
4:00: Yoga, Anna Wallace, Art, Carrie Hart, Area II (Sechrest Gallery) 
*Due to the break, we will be moving our practice to Tuesday this week.  Come get stretchy at this multi-level yoga class, and learn more about the physical and emotional benefits that 
yoga practice can provide. Wear clothes that allow for free movement. All levels of experience and flexibility are welcome. Feel free to bring a mat if you have one, but it's not 
required.  
4:00: The Trouble with Borromean Circles, Hugh Howards, Math Guest (PH 221) 
The Borromean Rings, often pictured as three circles, cannot in fact me made out of three circles.  In this seminar, we will unmask the truth and the lies about the Borromean rings 
and come to terms with the previous paradoxical sentence.  
4:00: Speaking Bodies: Original Performance Texts, Nicolee Kuester, IM, Meaghan Burke, IM, Matt Evans, Math (Black Box) 
Nicolee presents some of her original poems for speaking voices and discusses different ways of setting a text for performance.   
6:30: *The Trials of Darryl Hunt, Mark Rabil, Guest (HFAC – Pauline Theatre) 
We will watch the HBO documentary about the Darryl Hunt case, which was finally settled in 2003.  The documentary chronicles the struggle for Mr. Hunt’s freedom after 18 years 
behind bars because of a wrongful conviction.  A Q&A session with Mark Rabil, Mr. Hunt’s attorney, will follow the film.   
30 minutes after the speaker: Meaghan Burke and the Itis Concert (Black Box) 
Come to the Black Box Theater to hear the IM faculty-led band, Meaghan Burke and the Itis. They’re bringing the hits so just bring yourself! 

WEDNESDAY 
4:00: Who’s Afraid of the First Amendment? Understanding (and Embracing) Free Speech, David Phillips, English (PH 120) 
An examination of issues related to our Constitutionally-protected right to free speech—including unprotected categories of speech, free speech jurisprudence, contemporary 
challenges to free speech, and the value and necessity of free speech.  Discussion and/or Q&A to follow.  
4:00: Tiny but Mighty: D.I.Y. Zines, Carrie Hart, Area II, Anna Wallace, Art, Lizzie Martin, Area III (PH 220) 
Come explore the narrative and stylistic possibilities of zines and their underground power—and then make your own!  Supplies provided, bring your own ideas. 
4:00: CRISPR, Cardiovascular Disease, and Conscientious Science: the Interface between Technology, Disease, and Ethics, Davin Towley-Tilson, HPU Guest, Bradley 
Howard, NS (HC 122) 
Genetics is in a golden-age of discovery. In the past 15 years, technologies manipulating the central dogma of transcription, translation, and the five nucleic acids have resulted in 
higher crop yields and nutrition profiles, lower rates of congenital disorders, and outright “cures” for previously terminal diseases. Cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death 
worldwide, is an exemplary model for therapeutic CRISPR applications. Further, we will explore how CRISPR has changed the landscape of biomedical, agricultural, and bioethics 
research.  Dr. W.H. Davin Townley-Tilson received his PhD in Cell Biology and Molecular Physiology from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and completed his 
postdoctoral fellowship at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, TX.  
6:30: The Deadliest Animal, Jackson Sparks, HPU Guest, Sam Yaussy, NS (PH 120) 
Want to find out more about an animal that is responsible for the deaths of over half of all Homo sapiens that have ever lived?  Come hear HPU Professor Jackson T. Sparks discuss 
the biology of this ancient killer and ask questions about his research in genetics and entomology.  
6:30: Learning to Love (?!) Kanye West, Chase Culler, English (HC 122) 
Kanye West.  Love him or hate him, he remains one of the most magnetic celebrities of the 21st century.  This seminar explores his successes, as well as his controversies, asking 
whether any of us will ever love Kanye as much as Kanye loves Kanye.  
6:30: Geometry, Scale, and the Solar System, Bob Davis, Math (PH 220) 
Understanding size and scale in our solar system is hard.  Every picture of our planet, the moon, and other planets has them appear much closer than they are.   In this seminar, we will 
look at Kepler’s Laws and finally see our solar system to scale. 
8:00: *Dance Happening: “In order to practice the fullness of the form, you can't stay in a studio” - Liz Lerman (Round Grassy Area Outside of Congdon Hall) 
 “Dance is a nearly universal behavior with a history probably as old as humanity itself. Since ancient times, myths, oral expression, and then literature attest to the existence of 
dance.  Dance is embedded in our being.  Even when not physically manifest, the concept and vision of dance emerge in our thinking.  The dynamics of dance, culture, and society are 
inseparable.” – Judith Lynne Hanna 
30 minutes after the performance: America: Make Cards and Art, Ryan Rotella, Activities (PH 120) 
Come hang out in Phillips 120 to make arts and crafts that reflect on what it means to be an American. 

THURSDAY (Parents’ Day) 
Students and their parents should attend one demonstration (Dance, Choral Music, Instrumental Music, Theatre, and Natural Science) per time slot offered the morning of Parents’ 
Day.  Please see Parents’ Day program for specific entrance and exit times.  Parents are permitted on their child’s hall at 8:45 am.  All students must leave campus by 12:30 pm. 
 

RECURRING EVENTS  

 
Note: Some recurring events are shortened due to the break.  The 

schedule will return to normal after the break. 

 
Running Group – Monday and Wednesday at 7:00 am 

          (Meet in front of Wanek) 

Meditation – Monday through Thursday, 7:30-7:50 

           Randall Hayes, NS (Daniel Hayworth Park) 

Film Series – Check Weekly Schedule 

Queer, Trans, and Questioning Dinner – Tuesdays at 5:00,  

          Sabrina Boyer, Area II, Carrie Hart, Area II  (PH 220) 

 


